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On Products in a Family of Cohomology Théories Associated
to the Invariant Prime Ideals oi tt*(BP)

Urs Wurgler

1. Introduction

Let In <= tt*(BP) be a BP*(BP)-invariant prime idéal. Using Baas-Sullivan
technique one may construct a JBP-module spectrum P(n) with the property that
TT*(P(n)) BP*IIn ([5]). For différent n, the P(n) are related by exact triangles in
the stable homotopy category and the whole tower of the homology théories

P(n)*(~) provides a good tool for describing the structure of BP*(-) (see [5]). If
one is willing to work with P(n)*( — however, a source of pain arises in the lack
of usable information about multiplicative structures in thèse théories. The

purpose of this paper is to fill this gap, at least for p > 2.

Let p be an odd prime. Our main resuit (Theorem 5.1) implies in particular
that the spectra P(n) are perfectly good ring spectra and that there is a canonical
choice for the product map mn:P(n)AP(n)-*P(n) (see 2.14). As a first application

of this we show that P(n)*(P(n)) is a Hopf algebra and détermine its
structure (2.13). It turns out that P(n)*(P(n)) interpolâtes between BP*(BP) and

HZp*(HZp). We then prove that the members of a family of exotic K-theories
K(n)*(-) studied by Morava and others are also multiplicative (in a canonical

way, see 2.14).
The method we use is entirely based on [9] and uses no geometry. We remark

that if fc>max{m, n}, P(k)*(P(m)A?(n)) is a comodule over the coalgebra
P(k)*(BPABP) (where everything is endowed with a profinite topology) and our
main resuit is proved by an analysis of primitive éléments in P(k)*(P(m) aP{îi)).

Section 2 contains some preliminaries and a collection of our results. In 3 we
adapt some methods and results from [9] to our présent situation and use this in
Section 4 to give a description of the primitive éléments in the P(k)*(BPABP)-
comodule P(k)*(P(m)A?(n)). Using this we prove in 5 our main resuit. In
Section 6 we détermine the structure of the Hopf algebra P(n)*(P(n)) and in 7 we
show that the théories K(n)*(-) are multiplicative. We close the paper with some
remarks.

After this paper has been written, the author became aware of a preprint of
Shimada and Yagita on "Multiplications in the complex bordism theory with
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458 U WÙRGLER

singularities." Whereas there seems to be some overlap with parts of the results
(concerning existence of products in the théories P(n)*(-)), the methods used are
completely différent.

It is a pleasure for us to thank Peter Landweber for his careful reading of the

manuscript and his helpful comments.
Some of the results of this paper hâve been announced in [18].

2. Statement of the main results

Let BP dénote the Brown-Peterson spectrum for the fixed prime p. Recall
that

2.1. BP*®O=Q[mi,m2,...]

where the m, are the coefficients of the logarithm of the formai group law
FBP(X, Y)oi BP*(~):

2.2. logBp(T)=I mrTp\ mo=l.
120

In particular, degree m, 2(pl-l). From the construction of FBP(X,Y) and
Miscenko's calculation of logMu (T) it follows that

2.3. ml=p-l

Following Hazewinkel [4] we may (and we will) chose polynomial generators vx of
BP* which are related to the m, by the formula

n-1
2.4. i?n p ' mn - £ nin-, • (vt)pn~\

We agrée to put vo p. Note that BP*:=BP-# and that vl9 considered as an
élément of BP*, has degree -2(p'-l). For ail n>0 let InaBP* be the prime
idéal In (v0> vu vn-x) and set Io (0), !« U n>o h- A resuit of Landweber
(see also [5] for a simple proof) asserts that the /„ are exactly the finitely
generated prime ideals of BP* which are invariant under the action of BP*(BP).

Following Johnson and Wilson [5] there is a tower of BP-module spectra (one
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for each invariant prime idéal In) P(n) and fc(n) and maps of JBP-module spectra

BP P(O)

"°[ P(0)

BPZP P(1)

1

2.5.

i

,P(n) -^ fc(n)

P(n

with the foliowing properties:

2.6. P(n)* P(n)*(S°) s BP*/Jn Zp[i;m vn+1,...]
2.7. 0n is induced by multiplication with vny i.e.

where <p represents un and i/n dénotes the module map BPAP(n)-+P(n)
2.8. dn has degree 2pn-l, Tjn has degree 0.

2.9. The triangles in 2.5 are exact in the stable category S.

2.10. fc(n)*(S°) Zp[Un]
2.11. The ring structure on P(n)* and fc(n)* is induced by the respective

BP-module maps (see [5], appendix) and P(n)*(-) (resp. fc(n)*(-)) takes
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values in the category of P(n)*-modules (resp. Jc(n)*-modules). Le.

P(n)*(-) and k(n)*(-) are cohomology modules in the sensé of Section
3.

Remark. G dénotes the (-l)-connected cover of the spectrum G correspond-
ing to the multiplicative summand in the Adams splitting of K*(-, Z(p)) [1]. 6.15
of [9] implies that there is a canonical équivalence of RP-module spectra
fc(l)~GZp. See also [11].

Let tin:BP-^P(n) be the map of BP-module spectra /xn Tjn_i ° • • • ° r\0 and

dénote by m.BP aBP-*BP the product map of the ring spectrum BP. m induces

an exterior product

a :BP*(X)®BP*(Y)-+ £P*(Xa Y).

The following is an immédiate conséquence of the more gênerai Theorem 5.1:

(for the case p 2, compare the Remark 5.7).

2.12. THEOREM. Let p be an odd prime. There is one and only one natural
bilinear pairing

AB:P(n)*(X)®P(n)*(Y)^P(n)*(XA Y)

over the category of CW-complexes (or spectra) such that

(1)

(2) /itn:BP*(-)-*P(n)*(-) is multiplicative
(3) For ail ueBP*(X), veBP*(Y), xeP(n)*(X) and yeP(n)*(Y) one has

(u • x)An{v • y) (-l)HI

Moreover, a n is associative, commutative and has a unit and the transformations

r}n ; P(n)*( —)—>P(n + l)*( —) are multiplicative.

As a flrst application of this theorem we show in §6 that P(n)*(P(n)) is a Hopf
algebra (in the sensé of Adams), it then follows that the homology theory
P(n)*(-) takes values in the category of P(n)#(P(n))-comodules. Recall that
BP*(BP) BP*[fi, t2,...] where \tt\ 2(pl -1). There is a canonical map of ring
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spectra Tn:P(n)->HZp and jun and Tn induce homomorphisms of Hopf algebras
(lLn*iLn)*:BP*(BP)^>P(n)*(P(n)) resp. (Tn a TJ*:P(n)*(P(n))^HZp*(HZp)
2p[fi, £2, • • -]®JB(to, ti, .)• Modulo our knowledge of the structure of
BP*(BP)/In which has been studied in [17], the following theorem describes

P(n)*(P(n)) (i/fn resp. cn dénote the diagonal resp. the canonical antiauto-
morphism):

2.13. THEOREM. Let p be an odd prime, n a positive integer. Then
(1) There is an isomorphism of (left) P(n)%-algebras

Sl, s2,.. .]<g>E(a0,..., an-a)

where the generators s, and ak may be chosen such that

(t*<n a jO*U) Si resp. (Tn a Tn)*(ak) -Tk.

(2) C(n)# P(n)4B®Zp[51,s2,...] is a sub-Hopf-algebra of P(n)*(P(n)) and
(/LtnAjan)* induces an isomorphism BP*(BP)/In C(n)*.

(3) On fhe exterior generators ak we hâve

(4) The right unit r)R:P(n)*-^P(n)*(P(n)) factors through the right unit of
BP*(BP)/In.

Let Tnc=fc(n)*(Sa) Zp[i;n] dénote the multiplicatively closed set {1, vn9

v2n,...}. If we localize k(n)*(-) with respect to Tn we get a periodic cohomology
theory K(n)*(-) T;1fc(n)*(-) with coefficient object 1p[vm Vn1]. Thèse exotic
K-theories hâve been studied by Morava (see for example [8]) and Johnson and

Wilson [5] (see also [9]). At first glance, K(n)*(-) is only defined on the category
of finite complexes, but because K(n)*(S°) is finite in each dimension, it admits a

unique additive extension on the category of ail complexes. There is a canonical
transformation \n :P(n)*(-)-»K(n)*(-) which is simply the composite of A^ with
the localization map.

2.14. THEOREM. Let p be an odd prime. For ail n>0, K(n)*(-) admits a

unique associative and commutative product with unit such that the transformation
Àn is multiplicative.
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Let F(X, Y) be a commutative one-dimensional formai group law over a

graded ring jR of positive characteristic p. The height of F(X, Y), ht(F), is the

greatest integer r such that [p]F(X) may be written as a power séries of the form

2.15. [p 2

see [16] for détails. If [pLKX) 0, we set ht(F) <». As an application of 2.13 we
show (6.8) that the théories P(n)*(-) are universal for complex-oriented ring
théories with formai group of height n and coefficient ring h* satisfying h1~2pk 0
for fc 0,1,..., n-l.

3. BP-module théories with locally finite coefficients

Let W be the category of pointed spaces of the homotopy type of a CW-
complex, W* the full subcategory of finite CW-complexes. Ail cohomology
théories h*( —) we consider are supposed to be representable (if they are defined

on W), fe*( —) may then be extended on the stable category S. The representing
spectrum of fe*( —) is denoted by h.

Suppose the coefficient object h* /i*(S°) of the cohomology theory fe*( —) is

a commutative (graded) ring with unit. Following the notation of [9] h*(-) is

called a cohomology module, if it takes values in the category of fi*-modules. A
transformation of cohomology modules is a transformation of cohomology
théories T:h*(-)—»k*(-) which commutes with the respective module maps and
such that TS°:h*—>k* is a ring homomorphism.

Let E be a ring spectrum, h*(~) a cohomology module. By an E-orientation
for h*(-) we mean a map of spectra of degree 0 vh:EAh-*h which turns h into
a module spectrum over E and which has the property that the natural transformation

iih:E*(-)^>h*(-) defined by fih(u) vh{u® c$(l)) is a transformation of
cohomology modules (cx:X—>S° dénotes the trivial map). A transformation of
E-oriented cohomology modules is a transformation of cohomology modules t
such that t ° vh vk(idr\r). An E-oriented cohomology module will also be

called an E-module theory. Obviously, the canonical map fih is a transformation
of E-module théories. Moreover, if 6 is any transformation of E-module théories,
one has

EXAMPLES. The théories MUQ*(~) considered in [9] are MU-module
théories, the P(n)*( — and fc(n)*(—) are for ail primes p and for ail n JBP-module
théories. Using Baas-Sullivan technique one may construct a lot of further
examples (for différent E's).
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Let Rbea locally finite graded ring (i.e. jRq is a finite abelian group for ail q).
Let ModRrof dénote the category whose objects are inverse limits (over directed
sets) of finitely generated graded R -modules and whose morphisms are
homomorphisms of graded R -modules which are continuous in each dimension
(with respect to the limit topology). ModRrof is abelian ([9], 3.4).

Remark. The définition of ModRrof given in [9] is slightly différent from the

présent one. Both catégories hâve the same properties and the proofs are word
for word the same (in fact they are équivalent). However, the définition of
ModRof given in [9] may cause some difficulties with the tensor product C3

introduced there, which are avoided if one restricts to finitely generated modules
(which is sufficient for the purposes of both [9] and the présent paper).

If M <r^-Ma is an object of ModRrof, the System Ma =ker{M-»Ma} is a

basis of open neighborhoods of 0 and M= <jm- M/Ma. If {aa}aeA is a set of
indeterminates of degree |aa|, we dénote by -R[[aa]] the R-module whose
éléments of degree q are the infinité sums £ Ka<x where Aa e R and |Àa + aa\ q.

JR[[fla]] is an object of ModRof and isomorphic (in ModRof) to the product
n R - aa.

Let M, N be objects of ModRrof. We define their tensor product M&RN (this
has been written M Ê3R N in [9]) by

3.1. R

see [9], 3.6. Note that M®RN M<g)RN if M, N are finitely generated K-
modules.

Remark. 3.1. is clearly an ad hoc construction. In a systematic treatment one
would first define a completion functor M (for ail R -modules) by M=*-^-M/L
where L runs over ail submodules of M such thatM/L is a locally finite JR-module
and then define M®RN (M®RNy. In our présent situation this reduces to
3.1.

If fe*( —) is a cohomology module with locally finite coefficient ring, it takes
values in the category Mod£r*of ([9], 3.9). If h*(-) is a BP-module theory, the

same argument as in [9], 2.8 shows that

3.2. h*(BP) s h*[[fjLh(rE)]] (in Modfl?1)

where the rE e BP*(BP) are the Quillen-operations. For any BP-module theory
fe*(-) with locally finite coefficients, the module map vh:BP/\h-^h induces a
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natural isomorphism (in Modh*of)

3.3. tx:h*(BP)®h* fc*(X)-=^ h*(BPAX)

over the category S(-l) of (-l)-connected CW-spectra. This is the BP-analog of
[9], 3.14 and is proved in the same manner (see also the proof of 3.8). Let
m:BP/\BP-*BP dénote the product map of the ring spectrum BP. From 3.3 it
follows that m induces a map

3.4. m* : h*(BP)-* h*(BP) <g>H* h*(BP)

for any BP-module theory with locally finite coefficients and one sees that h*(BP)
is a coalgebra in Mod£*of with coaction map m* and counit induced by i:S°-^BP.
Note that the category ComH*(sp) of h*(BP)-comodules which are objects of
MoC*of is abelian ([9], 4.3.).

The following BP-analog of [9], proposition 4.12, is proved exactly as there:

3.5. PROPOSITION. Let h*(-) be a BP-module theory with locally finite
coefficients and suppose /uth(In) O. Then for ail m<n there is an isomorphism of
h*(BP)-comodules

h*(P(m))= h*(BP)®h* Eh*(a0,..., am-t)

where degree aI 2pI-l. Moreover, the morphisms (î?m)* are split epic in

Comh*(BP) for 0 ^ m < n.

We will need the following variant of 3.3. By a BP-module theory with
product we mean a BP-module theory h*(-) together with a map of spectra
mh:hAh->h of degree 0 such that
3.6. the homomorphism /xh:BP*(S0)-»h*(S°) is epic and
3.7. the diagram

hAh'

commutes.
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3.8. LEMMA. Let fe*(-) be a BP-module theory with product and locally
finite coefficients. Suppose ixh(In) 0. Then mh induces for ail m<n a natural
isomorphism

tm:h*(P(m))®h* fe*(X) -=U h*{P{m)AX)

over S(-l). Moreover, to=t.

3.9. Remark. Observe that it follows from 3.6 and 3.7 that the product induced
by mh on ft* agrées with the given one and that the module map vh may be
described by the formula

vh(u®x)=mh(yLh{u)®x).

Proof of 3.8. The product m^ induces a natural transformation

t'm:h*(P(m))®h. h*(X)-»h*(P(m)AX)

over the category W (note, however, that the left hand side is not an additive
cohomology theory over this category). From 3.5, 3.1 one sees that there is an

isomorphism of profinite h*-modules

where Cn dénotes the set of ail exponent séquences C (e0, •••, sn-i) where

el 0 or 1 and {W} dénotes the directed set of ail finite subsets of the set of ail

exponent séquences E. Because h*(X) <^- h*(X)/h*(Xp), one sees that

CeCn EeE

and this implies that h*(P(m))®h* ft*(-) is an additive cohomology theory over
the category W. From the universal property of the inverse limit one gets a

canonical map

c:h*(P(m))®h* h*(X)-*h*(P(m))&h* h*(X)

and it is not difficult to verify that the image of c is dense (with respect to the
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profinite topology) in Ji*(P(m))(g>h*h*(X). Now c is monic and the map t^°
c~1:im(c)—»fi*(P(m)AX) is (uniformly) continuous (proof left to the reader), so

4 ° c"1 extends uniquely to a transformation of (additive) cohomology théories

tm : h*(P(m)) <8>H* h*(X)-> h*((m) a X)

which is an équivalence according to 3.5. That t0 t follows from the remark 3.9.

4. Comodules over Ii*(BPaBP)

In this section, h*(-) is always understood to be a BP-module theory with
locally finite coefficients, even if we do not mention it explicitly.

Suppose X, Y are module spectra over the ring spectrum BP and consider the

map

4.1. ^x,y:BPaBPaXaY-»XaY

defined by i^x,y (vx^vY) ° (id a Ta id) where T:BPaX->XaBP is the switch

map and vx, vY are the module maps. Set if/ ^bp,bp- Observe that (BPaBP, i//) is

a ring spectrum and that ^x,y makes Xa Y a module spectrum over BPaBP. Let
Ji*(-) be a BP-module theory with locally finite coefficients. Repeated application

of 3.3 shows that

4.2. h*(BP aBPaBP aBP)= h*(BP ABP)®h*h*(BP aBP)

and it is easily seen that ^* is given as follows:

h*(BP)

h*(BPABP)

/i*(BP)<8>h* fi*(BP)(8)H* h*(BP) ®h* /i*(BP)

h*(BPABP)®h*

Using 4.3 one sees that (H*(BPaBP), $*) is a coalgebra in ModE*of with counit
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induced by the unit of BPaBP. From 3.2 and 3.3 and the définition of the tensor
product ® it follows that

4.4. EF
as a profinite ft*-module, so lemma 3.7 of [9] implies that H*(BPaBP) is an exact
coalgebra in Modr*of.

If X and Y are (-l)-connected BP-module spectra, a considération analogous
to 4.3 shows that i^*,y may be written as

4.5. i/4,Y= (f<8> id)(id® tx\y)tBP*xMid a Ta id)*(vx a vy)*.

This and 4.3 show that (Ji*(Xa Y), ^*,v) is a h*(BPa BP)-comodule, provided
X, Y are (-l)-connected.

4.6. EXAMPLE. For any non-negative integers m, n the P(m), P(n) are
(-l)-connected BP-module spectra. So fi*(P(m)AP(n)) becomes a fi*(BPABP)-
comodule for any BP-module theory with locally finite coefficients. In this case,
we dénote the coaction map by ^*,n. Notice that ^r*o <<lr*-

Let 0:XAY^>h be a map of spectra, i.e. 0eh*(XAY), and consider the

diagram

BPaBPaXaY -^ Xa Y

47^ idAtdAfl \e

BPABPAh ^°(mA'd>» h.

Suppose h is (-l)-connected. Then one sees from 3.3 that

4.8. vt{Uk) Mh<â>»4 € h*(BP) (â)h» h*(h).

Because nh is a map of BP-module spectra the diagram

BPaBP ^^ BPAh

i h
BP * >h

commutes, so

4.9.
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4.10 LEMMA. Suppose h is (-l)-connected. Then the diagram 4.7 commutes

Proof. This follows immediatly from 4.8 and 4.9.

An élément a of the fi*(BPA#P)-comodule (i*(XaY) is called primitive, if
^*,v(a) (/Lthm)<8>a. We dénote by Pr{h*(XAY)} the graded ft*-module of ail

primitive éléments of Ji*(Xa Y). The main purpose of this section is to calculate

Pr{h*(P(m) a P(n))} for a BP-module theory with the property that ixh(Im U In)
0.

4.11. LEMMA. Suppose h is (-1)-connectée and ixh(Ik) 0 for some k>
max{m, n). There is an isomorphism of h*(BPa BP)-comodules

Eh*(a0,..., am_1? 60,... ,.bn-i)

where degree ax 2pl -1, degree b} 2pJ -1. Moreover,

(run-t a r,^!)* : h*(P(m) a P(n))-^ fi*(P(m -1) a P(n -1))

is split epic in the category of h*(BP ABP)-comodules.

The proof of 4.11 is similar to the proof of [9], prop. 4.12 and will be omitted.

4.12. PROPOSITION. Suppose h*(-) is as in 4.11. Then there is an

isomorphism of graded h*-modules

a:Pr{h*(P(m)AP(n))} Eh*(a0,..., am-u &<>,..., bn-i)-

Proof, From the structure of h*(P(m)AP(n)) as ft*(£PA£P)-comodule
as given by Lemma 4.11 one sees immediately that there is an isomorphism of h*-
modules

So it rests to show that there is an isomorphism

Let a € h*(BPA BP) be primitive, i.e. <^*(a) /Lth^^û. Now a may be written in
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the form

E,F

with uniquely determined coefficients ÀEjFe h*. From 4.3 one sees that

E,F
F1+F2=F

E,F

where the last equality holds because a is supposed to be primitive. This implies
Ae,f 0 for Et*0 or F^O, so a Ao,o(^®M') for some élément \0f0eh*. If we
define ]8 by j3(a) Ao,o the proposition follows, because any élément of h* clearly
occurs in this way.

4.13. COROLLARY. Let p be an odd prime and suppose k>max {m, n}.
There is one and only one primitive élément aeP(k)°(P(m)AP(n)) such that
(Mm a iLn)*(a) fikm g P(k)°(BP a BP).

Proof. Observe first that /u,km e P(fc)°(RPaBP) is primitive according to 4.7
and 4.10. From 4.11 we know that the morphism (jLtmA/in)* is split epic in the

category of P(k)*(BP a BP)-comodules, so there is at least one primitive élément
a which restricts to /u,km. One sees from 4.12 that

Pr{P(k)°(P(m) AP(n))} (EP(k)*(a0,..., am_l9 b0,. 6n-,))°.

Let et be 0 or 1 and dénote by C, D exponent séquences of the form C
(e0, • • •, em-i), D (eqj en-i)- A dimension counting shows that

-ki r

for ail exponent séquences C, D and that

|A|<-2(pfc-l)

for ail AeP(k)*, |A|^0. Observe that for ail fc>l,

r<2(pk-l) iff
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and this is always the case if p>2. It follows that, for p odd, 0^\acbDe
PrP(k)°(P(m)AP(n)) iff |A| 0, so

Pr{P(k)°(P(m) a P(n))} Pr{P(k)°(BP a BP)}=Zp.

The corollary follows.

Remark. Notice that the proof of 4.13 shows that 4.13 holds also for p 2, if
one omits the uniqueness statement.

5. Construction of pairings P(a)AP(b)-»P(c)

The purpose of this section is to furnish a proof of the following

5.1. THEOREM. Let p be an odd prime. For ail triples (a, b, c) of non-
négative integers with the proparty that c ^ max {a, b} there is one and only one

pairing

such that

(1) m(a,b,c) o (/utaAjLLd)

and

(2) the diagram

BPABPAP(a)AP(b) -

idAuf Am(a, b, c)

BPaBPaP(c)

VoAVb)(ldATA,d

,e.(mA«l)

^ P(a)AP(b)

> P(c)

is homotopy commutative.
Thèse pairings hâve the following properties:
(3) Commutativity. Let T : P(a) a P(b)-* P(b)AP(a) be the switch map. Then

m(a, b, c) ~ m(b, a, c) © T.
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(4) Associativity. Suppose d > max {a, b}9 e ^ max {b, c}, /> max {c, d] and /^
max {a, e). Then

m(a, e, f) ° (idP(a) a m{b, c, e)) =* m(d, c, /) ° (m(a, b, d) a idp(c)).

(5) Unit. Let i:S°-+BP be the unit of BP. Then ia na° i:S°-*P(a) is a unit
for the product ma m(a, a, a):P{a)f\P(à)-*P{a).

(6) m(a + 1, 6 + 1, c + 1) ° (Tja a Tfb) « Tyc ° m(a, 6, c).
(7) the diagram

BPa

Î5 homotopy commutative for ail a.

5.2. Remark. Notice that Theorem 2.12 is an immédiate conséquence of 5.1.

Proof. We first prove existence and uniqueness of pairings m(a, b, c):P(a)A
P(b)->P(c) which satisfy conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 5.1.

Suppose c>max{a, b}. From 4.13 we know there is a unique élément
m(a,b,c)ePr{P(c)°(P(a)AP(b))} such that (/ma A/u,b)*(m(a, b, c)) julc °me
P(c)°(BPaBP), i.e. such that condition (1) of 5.1 holds. But from 4.10 we know
that any pairing m(a, b, c) which satisfies condition (2) must be a primitive
élément of P(c)°(P(a)AP(6)), so the assertion follows.

Now we go on to verify properties (3)-(7) of 5.1, beginning with the last one.
Proof of (7): /tiaAid:£PAP(a)->P(a)AP(a) is a morphism of BPaBP-

module spectra. Now maePr{P(a)°(P(a)AP(a))} by construction, so an easy
calculation shows that (fjLa Aid)*(ma)ePr{P(a)°(BPAP(a))}. Obviously, va e

Pr{P(a)°(BPAP(a)}. Because

(id a na)*(na a id)*(ma) (^a a txa)*{ma) ^ï(m)

according to property (1) of 5.1 and (id a /uLa)*(^a) mÎ(w) because ixa is a map of
BP-module spectra, it follows from 4.13 that va (jxa a id)*(ma). This proves (7).

Before we proceed with the proof of properties (3)-(6) we remark that (7)

implies that, for ail a^O, P(a)*(-) is a JBP-module theory with a (canonical)

product in the sensé of Section 3. So it follows from Lemma 3.8 that if
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c > max {a, b}, mc induces an isomorphism

5.3. P(c)*(P(a)) <8>P(c)* P(c)*(P(b))^P(c)*(P(a)AP(b)).

Using this isomorphism it is not difficult to see that the coaction map i//*b of
P(c)*(P(a)AP(fc)) may be described by the following formula:

5.4. i/>£*,(x®y) (Jd® T*®id) ° (v*(x)&v*(y)).

Proof of (3): Observe that the rectangle in the following diagram commutes:

BPABPAP(a)AP(b) -^ P(a)AP(b)

tatJ tJ P(c)

BPABPAP(b)AP(a) ^ P(b)A?(a)mM'C)

Recall that m(b,a,c)ePr{P(c)°(P(b)AP(a))}. Using 5.4 one sees that
T*(m(b,a,c))ePr{P(c)°(P(a)AP(b))}. Because the product m is commutative,
the diagram

BPaBP

BPaBP

commutes. This fact and 4.13 imply that m(a, fc, c)= T*(m(by a, c)).
To prove the associativity statement we need some préparation. Lemma 3.3

implies that P(c)*(BP) is a coalgebra in the category of profinite P(c)*-modules
with counit induced by i:S°-*BP. Moreover, if X is any (-l)-connected BP-
module spectrum with module map i>x*BPaX-*X, P(c)*(X) becomes a

P(c)*(BP)-comodule with coaction map v%. Dénote by Pr{P(c)*(X)} the set of
primitive éléments of P(c)*(X), i.e. the set of ail éléments a such that v%(a)

/xc®a. It is easily seen that the BP-versions of [9], Theorems 4.17 and 4.18 imply
the following

5.5. LEMMA. Suppose 0<fc<c. There exists a unique primitive élément xe
P(c)°(P(b)) such that jaÎ(x) nc € P(c)° BP).

Suppose again that c^max{a, b}. Because m(a, b, c) satisfies condition (2) of
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5.1, the following diagram commutes:

P(c)*(P(a)AP(ft)) ^ P(c)*(BPABP)(8)p(c)*P(c)*(P(a)AP(6))

(*) m(<U>,c)* UidAid)*&m(a,b,c)*

P(c)*(P(c)) (^d)*

473

Now let xeP(c)*(P(c)) be a primitive élément. Using (*) one sees that

fo, b, c)*) °

c)*(x)

because x is primitive. This proves the first part of the following lemma, whose
second part is an easy conséquence of the description 5.4 of i//*b and the structure
of P(c)*(BPAEPAP(a)AP(fc)).

5.6. LEMMA. (1) Suppose xePr{P(c)*(P(c))}. Then m(a, b, c)*(x)e
Pr{P(c)*(P(a)AP(6))}. (2) Suppose z za&zbeP(c)*(P(a))&Pu)*P(c)*(P(b)).
Then zePr{P(c)*(P(a)AP(b))} iff zaePr{P(c)*(P(a))} and zhe Pr{P(c)*(P(b))}.

Proof of (4): Look at the diagram

m(a,b,d>Aid
P(d)AP(c)

ida Am(b,c,e)

s^a A flb A H.c lla A \LyS

BPaBP a BP ^^ BPaBP
id a m

BPaBP
¦i
BP

m(d,c,/)

P(a)AP(e) m(a,e,/)

Let idf'.P(f)->P{f) be the identity. i^ is obviously a primitive élément of
P(/)°(P(/)). Now using 4.11, 4.13, the isomorphism 5.3 and Lemma 5.6 one sees

that (idAm(b, c, e))* ° m(a, e, f)*(idf) may be written in the form za®zb®zc
where zaePr{P(f)°(P(a))}, zbePr{P(f)°(P(b))} and zcePr{P(f)°(P(c))} and simi-

larly for (m(a, b, d)Aid)* ° m(d, e, f)*(idf). Because any proper subdiagram of the

above diagram commutes, the assertion follows from 5.5.
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Proof of (5). We hâve to show that the following diagram commutes:

S°AP(a) -^- BPAP(a) ±m+ P(a)AP(a)

si h
P(a) « * P(a)

S0^^ P(u)aBP ^*+ P{à)AP{a).

This results from the relation (see 3.15)

™*a(ida) ida ® ida

and the fact that i is a unit for BP.
Proof of (6). This is proved by the same sort of arguments used in the proof of

(7).

5.7. Remark. For p 2, the map

Pr{P(c)°(P(a) a P(b))} -*Pr{P(c)°(BP a BP)} s Z2

is surjective but not injective. So in this case there are several différent product
maps P(a)AP(b)-+P(c) which satisfy conditions (1), (2) of Theorem 5.1. Thèse

products are in gênerai not commutative (look at the case P(l) —BPZ2). However,
the same proof as for p odd shows that ail of thèse products are associative and
hâve a unit.

6. The structure of P(n)*(P(n))

In this section we give a proof of Theorem 2.13. Let p be odd. Let

T:BP-*Hlp be theZp Thom map and dénote by Tn:P(n)-»HZp(n>0) the map
of spectra induced by the edge-homomorphism of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral

séquence of P(n)*(-). We get a diagram of ring spectra and maps of ring spectra

BP -*>-> P(n)
6.1. \ /T.

which is easily seen to be commutative. Because T* : BP*(BP) -> (H1P)*(BP) is

epic the same holds for (Tn)*:P(n)*(BP)-^(HIp)*(BP), so one sees by standard
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arguments that

6.2. P(nUBP) ~ BP*(BP)/In • BP*(BP) P(n)*® Zp[tl912,...]

as a P(n)*-algebra and that the product of P(n) induces an équivalence of
homology théories

6.3. P(nMBP) ®P(n). P(nUX) ^ P(n)*(BPaX).

Now recall that there is an exact triangle

P(n) -^ P(n) -^ P(n + 1)

where 6n is given by the composition S|u"IaP(m) yAI
> JBPAP(n)--^-»P(n) and ç>

represents the élément un€#P*. Because In is an invariant idéal the same

argument as in the proof of [9], Lemma 3.15 shows that P(m)*((p) 0 provided
n<m. From this and 6.3 it follows easily that P(m)*(0n) 0 and so we get for ail

n < m a short and split exact séquence

0 > P(mMP(n))-^ P(m)*(P(n +1)) -±+ P(mUP(n)) > 0.

From this it follows by induction that one has an isomorphism of P(n)*-modules

6.4. P(n)*(P(n))-P(n)*®Zp[s!, s2,.. J®E(a0, • • •, an-i).

Hère at has degree 2pl -1 and s, (^n)*(O- In particular, P(n)*(P(n)) is fîat as a

left P(n)*-module and from [1] we know that this implies

6.5. PROPOSITION. Let p be an odd prime. Then P(n)*(P(n)) is for ail n a

Hopf algebra (in the sensé of [1]) and P(n)*(-) takes values in the category of
P(n)*(P(n))-comodules.

Because the maps îjn:P(n)—>P(n + l) are (for ail n) maps of ring spectra, we

get (compare 6.1) a commutative diagram of Hopf algebras and homomorphisms
of Hopf algebras



6'6'

As is well known, there is an isomorphism of algebras

6.7. ^(p)*=Zp[^, fe,.. .]<8>E(t0, ti,

where degree £ 2(pl -1) and degree r; 2pJ -1. We are now ready to give a

Proo/ o/ Theorem 2.13: From Zahler [12], Lemma 3.7 one knows that

(Ta T)*(fr) x(£r) where # dénotes the canonical anti-automorphism of the Hopf
algebra s&(p)*, and from work of Baas-Madsen [13] it follows that

(Tn)*:Jf^(P(n),Zp)-^H*(HZp, Zp) is an injective homomorphism of algebras with
image isomorphic to

Zp[*(fi), Xik), • • .]®E(x(t0), xfo-O),

where ft r, mod decomposable éléments. Because the spectral séquence
H*(P(n), P(n)*) HHc(P(n), 1p)®P(n)*-$>P{n)*(P{n)) collapses, thèse facts to-
gether with 6.4 and the commutativity of the product of P(n)*(P(n)) imply by
standard arguments part (1) of Theorem 2.13. Because (iinAfin)% is a

homomorphism of Hopf algebras, P(n)* BP*/In and the idéal In is invariant,
part (2) follows from part (1). Let A dénote the coaction map of «s4(p)*. We hâve

I
so it follows that
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where Rk eker(Tn a Tn)*. One easily sees that ker (TnATn)* contains no non-
zero éléments of dimension 2pk -1 (k 0,1,..., n -1), so Rk 0 and the first
half of 2.13, (3) is proved. The same sort of argument shows that cn(ak) -ak.
The last statement of 2.13 follows from 2.13 (2) because tj£ factors obviously
through C(n)* and tjr cn • tjl-

Let uBPgBP2(PooQ dénote the usual BP*(-)-Euler class of the canonical

complex line bundle over PX. We always consider P(n)*(-) as complex-oriented
by up(n) ixn(uBP). The formai group law FP(n)(X, Y) associated to uP(n) is clearly
p-typical and it is of height n because the idéal In c BP* agrées with the idéal of
BP* generated by the coefficients of x, xp,..., xpn ' in the power séries [p]fbp(^0>
this may be seen for example by the methods of [3], §6. As a first application of
2.13 we state the following

6.8. PROPOSITION. Let h*(-) be a complex-oriented multiplicative
cohomology theory with coefficient ring of characteristic p>2 and p-typical formai
group law Fh(X, Y) of finite height n. Then there exists a multiplicative transformation

pn:P(n)*(-)-> fe*(-) such thatpn(up(n)) u\ If h"-2pk(pt) O fork 0,

1,..., n — 1, pn is unique.

Proof. Using the first part of Theorem 2.13 and the fact that BP*(-) is

universal for multiplicative cohomology théories with coefficients a Z(p)-algebra

and p-typical formai group ([3], Theorem 7.2), this may be proved by arguments
similar to those used in the proof of [2], Lemma 4.6. We leave the détails to the

reader.
One sees by standard arguments that there is an isomorphism

6.9. P(n)*P(n)^Hom*(n)#(P(n)*(P(n)), P(n)*).

In particular this means that the algebra of stable P(n)*(-)-operations is- at least

theoretically- determined by Theorem 2.13. For each exponent séquence E (eÎ9

e2, • • of non-negative integers we dénote by rjf the stable opération dual to

sï'sS* • • • g P(n)*(P(n)). The ri hâve degree ||£|| Iia6l 2(pl - l)ew they satisfy a

Cartan-formula and it is not difficult to show that they generate (topologically) a

P(n)*-subalgebra of P(n)*(P(n)) isomorphic to BP*(BP)/In.
The opérations r^ give rise to homology opérations rE:P(n)*X-*P(n)*X of

degree -||J5||. Using thèse we define for ail X a map

6.10. <px:P(n)*(X)-^JBP*(BP)/Jn ®p(n)* P(n)*(X)

by q>x(x) £e cn(fE)<8>r£(x). It is easy to see that <px makes P(n)*(X) a comodule
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over BP*(BP)/In. This remark is useful because it permits us to apply directly
Landweber's filtration theorem and exact functor theorem [6], [14] on P(n)*(X)
(see [10], [15] for a différent discussion of thèse topics). In particular one gets the

following lemma which will be useful in the next section:

6.11. LEMMA. Let G be a P(n)#-module. The functor-®P(n)* G is exact on
the category of BP%(BP)/In-comodules which are finitely presented P(n)#-modules
if and only if multiplication by vk is monic on G/(vn, vn+u..., vn+k-i) for ail k > n.

6.11 has been proved in [10] and [15] by différent methods.
We close this section by a remark concerning the case p 2. For any prime p

and any positive integer n define A(p, n)<= Z by

{n-l ï
q€Z-{0}|q=-I e,(2p'-l)>e, 0or 1

1-0 J

For any graded ring R set

J(R,p,n)= fi R"
qeA(p.n)

The following proposition is an immédiate conséquence of the BP-analogs of
Theorems 4.17 and 4.18 of [9].

6.12. PROPOSITION. Let fe*(-) be a BP-module theory with locally finite
coefficients, n>0 an integer and suppose fih(Ih) 0. Then there exists a transformation

of BP-module théories pn:P(n)*( — )—>h*( — over the category W.

Moreover, pn is unique iff J(h*, p, n) 0.

As the case n °o indicates, for p 2 we cannot expect in gênerai to find a

subalgebra of P(n)*(P(n)) isomorphic to BP*(BP)/In, but 6.12 may be used

(following [9], §5) to construct stable opérations On for ail exponent séquences E
of the form (0,..., 0, ed, ed+u...) even in the case p 2, hère d l if
n<2(p — 1) and d n otherwise. The structure of the subalgebra of P(n)*(P(n))
generated by the 6% may be determined, it turns out that - for n < 2(p -1) - this

algebra is again isomorphic to BP*(BP)/In.

6.13. Remark. 6.8 contains obviously a uniqueness statement for ring théories
h*(—) with formai group of finite height n such that h* satisfies the conditions of
6.11. In particular, K(n)*(—) is uniquely determined by K(n)* and its formai

group.
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7. Proof of Theorem 2.14

Again, let p be an odd prime. We first note that it follows from 6.11 that
P(n)*(-)®P(n)* K(n)* is a cohomology theory over the category W;. Now any
cohomology theory h*(-) with locally finite coefficients defined over W; admits a

unique additive extension Eh*( — over the category W of ail complexes, namely

7.1. Eh*(X) A h*(finite subcomplexes of X).

From 6.12 we know that there is a unique transformation of BP-module théories
Àn:P(n)*(-)~»K(n)*(-). From this and the comparison theorem for cohomology
théories we now see that there is a unique équivalence of BP-module théories

7.2. ÂB : E(P(n)*(-) <SW K(n)*) -^ K(n)*( -).

Because P(n)*(-) is multiplicative the same holds for the left side of 7.2, hence

K(n)*(-) becomes a multiplicative theory via the isomorphism Àn. Let
in:P(n)*(-)^>E(P(n)*(-)<8)pin)*K(n)*) be the natural map. We hâve An

\n o in according to 6.12, so An is multiplicative by the définition of the product of
K(n)*(-). This proves Theorem 2.14.

7.3. Remarks. (1) Our argument shows that-in the case p 2-whatever
product structure exists on P(n)*(-), the same kind of structure exists also on

K(n)*(-) (compare 5.7).
(2) Notice that k(n) is équivalent to the (-l)-connected cover of K(n). The

universal property of the (-l)-connected cover construction implies that the k(n)
are ring spectra, too (p > 2).

8. Remarks

8.1. Because K(n)* Fp[vn, v~l] is a "graded field", ail graded K(n)*-
modules are free. The fact that K(n) is a ring spectrum then easily implies the

Kûnneth formulas

K(nMXA Y) K(n)*(X)®K(n)* K(n)*(Y)
8.1.1.

K(n)*(XA Y)sK(n)*(X) ®K(n)* K(n)*(Y)
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for X, Y arbitrary CW-complexes. If p 2, the isomorphisms 8.1.1 hold for any
choice of the product map (compare 5.7). Another easy conséquence îs that the
Kronecker product induced by K(n) a K(n)-^> K{n) defines an isomorphism

8.1.2. K(n

over the category W.
8.2. Because P(n) îs a ring spectrum and from Theorem 2.13 it follows that

for p odd, one may set up an Adams spectral séquence based on P(n)#( —

E?*(X)s Ext5fnWp(n))(P(n)*, P(n)*(X))^> tt

which interpolâtes between the Adams spectral séquence based on BP and the
classical one. We hope to corne back to this somewhere else.

8.3. Notice that because P(n)*(P(n)) is a free P(n)*-module it follows from
[2], Lemma 11.1 that the spectrum P(n)AP(n) is équivalent to a wedge of
suspensions of P(n). A similar statement holds for the spectrum K(n)AK(n).
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